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Introduction

Christopher Roosen
– Senior Usability Consultant and Interaction Designer

– Formerly a psychology graduate

– Self perception - act as a bridge between users and organisations

– Not an traditional information scientist or computer scientist

PTG Global
– Australian company specialising in design and usability of 

information systems

– Eye-tracking, interface design, usability testing, requirements 
gathering

– Websites, transactional systems, mobiles, and desktop 
applications using a team of organisational psychologists to gather 
requirements and generate robust designs

The material in this presentation is collated from work done on 
several library and informational resource websites, most 
specifically the State Library of NSW
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Maximising web presence 

Maximization of web presence via three key themes
– Seeking a strong relationship between the organization and the 

Users. Synergistic relationships over ignorant or conceding 
relationships

– Understanding the progression of web technologies. Are we 
undergoing a technological or conceptual shift? 

• Web 1.0

• Web 2.0

• Web 3.0/Infowelt 1.0

– Using a rigorous design process, as process will always underline 
the technology

• Requirements

• Modelling

• Design

• Testing

Discussion embedded in the context of work carried out by PTG 
Global on behalf of the State Library of NSW
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Summary of key themes

Overall goal: Where at all possible, find the mutually beneficial goals 
and tasks of both the user and the organisation in order to generate a 
system that is both useful and usable

Useful so it contains the right functionality and Usable so that a user 
understands how to use the functionality 

Improve your web presence using a grounded and stable process which 
will adapt across technologies 
– Requirements – What does the user/organisation need?

– Modelling – Use models to translate raw requirements into interface 
guiding frameworks

– Design  - Translate abstract user interface models into designs

– Testing  - Confirm user‟s ability to understand the designs

Key tips
– Solve the problem, don‟t just apply a solution 

– Focus on Organisations and Users, not Organisations versus Users

– Be afraid of magic bullets, both users and information are Evolutionary 
rather than Stationary 
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Step 1: Requirements
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Requirements

Requirements are essential. Research suggests that there are three key 
failures in the development lifecycle, two of which involve requirements 
– Wrong or inaccurate requirements 

– Failure to translate requirements into design 

– Failure to translate designs into implemented systems

Requirements gathering
– Requirements sources 

• User groups

• Staff

• Interested parties 

• Stakeholders

– Requirements activities 
• Workshops and Focus groups

• Observation and Ethnography 

• Domain research

• Localized questionnaires and competitor reviews

If the budget allows, gather fine-grained data. The summary can come later.
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Rationalising requirements

Requirements come „en-masse, a 
sample of requirements gathered from 
the NSW State Library project
– “Search the catalogue for books or 

journals, usually on a particular topic”

– “Search for newspapers in databases -
local papers, old papers on microfiche”

– “Search for photographs in catalogues 
and databases”

– “Find events and exhibitions – tours, 
talks, courses, movies”

– “Access to the Library shop”

– “Fill out grant applications”

– “Pay a fine”

However, gathering requirements 
alone is not enough, as this leads to 
feature creep. 

Rationalising requirements is crucial
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Rationalise 

In this example, requirements were rationalised by 
a priority matrix where requirements were ranked 
high to low and were also re-cut according to user 
group 

Exploring relationships between requirements 
exposed variations even between user groups. For 
example, participant opinions on search included: 

– “Having different search categories (search 
catalogue etc) would be confusing” (Group A)

– “I would prefer to choose which catalogues and 
databases to search.” (Group B)

Goal is to make sense of the data using qualitative 
methods and exploratory analysis, regardless of 
technology or planned implementation. 

Key questions included: 
– How much funding does X group produce? 

– How much of the total users does X group 
represent? 

– How vocal is X user group? 
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Requirement Priority
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catalogue for 
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High

Search for 
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High

Search for 
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High

Access to the 

Library shop

Medium

Fill out grant 

applications

Low

Pay a fine Low
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Trend - Ignoring the user (web past) 

Do we really need requirements? 

Looking back in time, into the early Web 1.0,  user 
requirements did not always seem central to the design of 
web or desktop systems 

Web 1.0 was characterized by:
– Dial-up internet with first generation protocols 

– First online library websites

– Card catalogues still used in libraries

Web implementation seemed heavily focused on 
technological capacity and/or its limitations

Users often seemed left out of the loop or marginalised by 
other concerns
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Step 2: Modelling
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Model based design

Traditional user-centred design can be difficult as it can over-
compensate designs due to the comments of individual reviewers 
or rush the design without an appropriate understanding of the 
domain

In contrast, the waterfall software development model risks 
„paralysis by analysis‟, inflexibility and incorrect requirements as 
the domain evolves 

The best solution is an agile implementation of model-based 
design. Model driven design makes the strongest commitment to a 
framework with controlled iteration by placing the emphasis on 
transitional models 

In this example, key models included 
– Information architecture – Structure and categorisation of 

information

– Workflows – Mapping the goals, decisions and tasks of the user

– Object models – Key data manipulated by users
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Object models

Object models

– Not just for 

programming

– Focus on the objects 

(data, people or things) 

being used in activities

– Provides the data for 

actual designs

– Can help when designing 

for Web 2.0 (and 

beyond) by providing a 

strong basis from non-

linear applications
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Information architecture and Workflows

Information architecture 
– Still crucial for websites, 

despite emergence of fuzzy, 
bottom-up categories and non-
linear task flows

– Works in conjunction with 
workflows/may be identical to 
high level workflow

– Provides a framework for 
emerging Web 2.0 transactional 
systems

Workflows
– Goals, Decisions, Tasks

– Independent of technology

– Very useful for managing the 
next generation of Web 2.0 and 
3.0 websites by making sure the 
user can still complete tasks to 
achieve their goals, regardless 
of increasing interaction 
capacities
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Step 3: Design
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Design is the key

From a user perspective, the user interface is the application. The 
user interface is the only point of access between the user and the 
system 

The user will evaluate the interface to explore whether the 
application provides all the functionality relevant to complete 
their goals

At the same time the interface may be the only place where the 
organisation can plant and reap the appropriate relationship with 
the user

Several key design principles continue to occur across the change 
in technologies, including 
– Present summary information up-front. Allows users to make key decisions 

without having to drill down

– Ensure key functionality and objects are present in the design 

– Ensure users know how to act on the objects and in the correct sequence

– Create a modular design that supports permissions management. Allows 
for growth and flexibility and translation to new technologies
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Trend – Build it because we can (web present)

Web 2.0 is often characterized by a number of technological changes, including:

– Broadband internet and AJAX

– Complex search

– Wikipedia and Facebook

– Sign in, transactions and custom alerts

– Podcasting and streaming media 

– Folksonomies and tag clouds

Or, Web 2.0 as a way of thinking versus a specific technology ? For example, wiki‟s 
could have and can be built using Web 1.0 technologies. So is Web 2.0 really a 
technological change? 

Traditional user centered design and a Web 2.0 may have a potential dark side as 
organizations feel pressured to implement either a profundity of Web 2.0 cutting 
edge technologies or a design solution that does not achieve organisational goals 

Hence the perception of the tension between user and business suited designs. 
“Users want X, but we can‟t afford X, therefore without X we will have no value”, 
this is a fundamental misperception

A good design solution ensures that both parties achieve their goals
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Aligning requirements to design

Revisiting the requirements, alignment starts to 
appear 

Recall the contrast between different user 
groups: 
– “Having different search categories (search 

catalogue, etc) would be confusing” (Group A)

– “I would prefer to choose which catalogues and 
databases to search” (Group B)

Instead of siding on one or another 
requirement, a good design solution will ensure 
that each user group can achieve their goals
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Aligning requirements to design
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Organisational goal Requirement User

Priority

Organisational priority Design solution

Generate traffic through key 

resources 

Search the catalogue for 

books or journals

High High Blended search

Search for newspapers 

in databases

High High

Search for photographs High High

Generate revenue from sale-

able products and services

Find events and 

exhibitions

High High Booking system

Access to the Library 

shop

Medium High Embedded call to 

action

Fulfil mandates Fill out grant 

applications

Low Medium Categorised IA

Retrieve damages Pay a fine Low Medium Embedded call to 

action
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Design example 1: Homepage
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Design example 2: Federated search
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Prototype designs conducted on behalf of State Library of NSW

Simple search for 

general public users 

with drill down for 

detail 
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Design example 3: Robust multi resource 

search with filters and subsections
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Build up 

composite 

search

Alternate 

search terms

Sophisticated 

content type 

filter

Search results 

by type with 

sub type 

pagination

Related search 

ideas

Login for saved 

search capacity

Instant call to 

action
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Results save

Revenue 

channel and 
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action
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Design example 3: Calendar of events 
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Prototype designs conducted on behalf of State Library of NSW
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Design solutions

All design solutions discussion so far are:

– Content scalable 

– Robust under the impact of different technologies (e.g. 

backwards compatible to non AJAX browsing with minor 

tuning)

– An elegant relationship between user and organisational 

needs

– Designed as modules to support extensibility into other 

interfaces

– Designed based on abstract user interface models so it is 

easier to re-generate interfaces for new platforms
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Step 4: Confirmatory testing
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Who needs testing?

The cycle of design followed by testing, followed by 
design, followed by testing, is popular in UCD and web 
circles

However, this can have an incredibly wasteful side 
effect, if iterations occur across stages or across an 
entire project lifecycle. Combine this with new 
technology that requires, in and of itself, a certain 
amount of tweaking

A better approach to the iterative testing cycle:

– A confirmatory testing approach

– Models to guide design and testing to confirm 

– Try to avoid the „design and see‟ mentality
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Step 5: Into the future
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Web 3.0 – a technological perspective

The future web, Web 3.0, is likely to be characterized 

by a number of technological changes, including

– Wide-band and Gigabyte internet

– Virtual and augmented spaces 

– Agent based search and Semantic web

– Mobile or Ultra Mobile PC as your computer 

– Really Easy Mashup (REM) (e.g. Yahoo pipes, Popfly)
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Yahoo Pipes and Popfly
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Web 3.0 to Infowelt 1.0

However, as previously mentioned, our ability to parse 
Web 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 may not be according to 
technology, but according to changes in both 
organisational and user mentality

Trends in users

– Democratisation in information production 

– A paradoxical increase and decrease in quality

– A potential increase in apathy, so much information it is 
hard to get motivated, “Its all propaganda” 

Trends in organisations 

– A shift from information storage to information services 
and delivery
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Sting in the tail

Web 3.0 to Infowelt (Information World)1.0 

– My information anytime and anywhere anyhow (digital library)

– Information that can be re-visualised and re-structured on the fly using metadata

– User based manipulation of the very fabric of the web

– Web 3.0 to Infowelt 1.0  Technological space gives way to imagination and 
“Information World”

– Apparent tensions resolved between users and business as new design models 
supplement existing models to handle cutting edge, emergent and non-linear 
interfaces

Sting in the tail 

– Long term implications with how Libraries portray and provide their information 

– Although organizational and user requirements do not have to be in opposition, 
deep trends can cause rifts as organizations work through paradigm shifts 

See the new world as opportunities rather than Limitations

– “Certified accurate” search results 

– Partnerships with media portals as trustworthy content providers

– Furthering the parallel movements of digitization and preservation 

– Libraries as research services
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